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Anne Hidalgo, the socialist presidential candidate, will present her project for France tomorrow. Her 70 
proposals concern the social, climatic and democratic emergencies. A way for the mayor of Paris to 
relaunch her campaign which is stagnating. She is credited with 2 to 5% of voting intentions.  
 
Expect a Black Thursday in schools. 3 out of 4 teachers will be on strike tomorrow. The mobilization is 
carried out at the call of 11 unions to denounce the sanitary protocol. A protocol defended this 
afternoon by the government spokesperson, who says that closing schools is a decision that we must 
avoid at all costs. 
 
And Quebec wants to tax the unvaccinated. A minority of people is congesting hospitals according to 
the Prime Minister of Quebec. Currently in the French-speaking province of Canada, more than half of 
people admitted to intensive care have not received an injection against the Coronavirus. 
 
In the rest of the news, 9 years after the events the mystery surrounding the killing in Chevaline in 
Haute Savoie may be resolved. A man is currently in police custody as indicated by the Annecy 
prosecutor's office. Searches are underway at his home. In this case, 3 members of the same family 
had been shot dead in their car on the side of the road. A cyclist from the region was found dead 
nearby. 
 
The Minister of Justice Eric Dupont-Moretti formalizes the creation of a center specializing in "cold 
cases". With its headquarters in Nanterre, the center will specialize in definitively closing cases. Today 
there are around 300 unresolved cases in France. 
 
And then cinema with Luc Besson who is back behind the camera. As he is targeted by several 
accusations of rape, the director is preparing a new film - his 1st in 3 years. the title is Dogman and 
recounts the story of a man who finds his redemption thanks to his love for dogs. 
 
 


